
SCP-AC Meeting 

Monday, Feb. 3, 2020 

2:00-3:00 pm 

 
Present: Jane Rosario (UCB), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA) Sarah Sheets (UCM), Yoko 

Kudo (UCR), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Marcia Barrett (UCSC), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP), Shi 

Deng (UCSD/SCP), Liz Miraglia (UCSD) 

Absent: Jared Campbell (UCD), Cat Lu (UCSF) 

Recorder: Sarah Wallbank 

 

Announcements 

UCSC: Marcia Barrett has been assigned to the RLF SILS Planning Group (RSPG) 

 

New Policy Regarding Limited Use of ISBD Punctuation in Bibliographic Records 
See PCC Comm Channel, Vol. 2, no.2 (December) p. 14-15 for more information 
  
SCP records will include all three options, since OCLC records will use different options. 
 
UCSD, for its own cataloging, is implementing the third option where it makes sense. Catalogers 
decide which option is best for a particular resource. Punctuation treatment is consistent within 
a record. 
They do not change punctuation treatment on a previously authenticated record. This policy is 
for newly authenticated records 
 
The OCLC macros PunctuationAdd and PunctuationRemove work very well (per UCSD). 
Marcedit is working on including similar functionality. 
 
Implications are primarily on display 
 
  
Multiple Print Serials that Consolidate to One Online Serial Record 
 
Background: 

Email distributed Jan. 14, 2020 from SCP: 

As part of the Phase II Serials Cataloging Switch to Separate Records, the distribution process has run 

into a small hiccup.  Currently each print record in the weekly files to be deleted has a corresponding 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/communication/v2n2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14Yp18Q68OvgKQSMcp5KurgDwUDsYfsFmd1VgdWOVhZE/edit#heading=h.ty0zofr10pff


599 field of 599  DEL $b rc $c [date]; each new replacement online record has a 599  NEW $b rc $c 

[date].  Both are distributed in the same weekly file.   

 

What we are running across lately are cases where online records are created following the rules for 

minor title changes. As a consequence, instead of separate online records matching their corresponding 

print manifestations, a single online record may have replaced multiple to-be-deleted print records that 

were cataloged before the minor title change rules were in place. The effect of this is that there may not 

be a one-to-one correspondence between the 599s for DEL rc and NEW rc because the online record 

may be replacing two or more print records for the previous title changes.  The replaced print records 

are reflected in the 776 field(s).  

We are proposing to accept these single online records when they are CONSER authenticated. If CONSER 

records exist for both the separate and single titles, SCP will prefer the CONSER records for the separate 

titles that match the print manifestation. If non-CONSER records exist for both the separate and single 

titles, SCP may choose to authenticate the record for the single title for distribution. Though there may 

not be a one-to-one match between the NEW and DEL “rc”s, I can assure you that the coverage in the 

NEW records does encompass the correct coverage.    

We could certainly add an additional code in the 599 such as  NEW $b rc multiples or DEL $b rc multiples 

if that would be useful to you. When you please respond let us know if this is an important feature. We 

would like your feedback in three weeks (March 4th) so that we can hopefully distribute the “multiples” 

that are mounting up.  If necessary we can wait until the next SCPAC meeting, but if everyone agrees 

with our proposal we can distribute them without waiting for a SCPAC meeting.  

Please review the example:  (OCoLC)631346394.  This is a CONSER online record with two 776 fields for 

previous titles. 

Decision: All present agreed to this proposal to accept the single online records 
 
 
Report on progress on phase 2  
 
SCP has completed about 40% of the records to be processed. More than 18 collections are 
completed 
 
SCP suggested they might be finished in June, but there are a number of unknowns, including a 
few large OA packages 
 
Action: How have phase 2 records affected Alma/Primo, if at all? Check with Jared at UCD and 
other UC Alma campuses 
 
 
Next meeting 
 
March meeting will be at the regular time: Third Monday of the month, March 16, 2:00-3:00 pm 


